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guide to correct practice than deliberately memorized
rules. The question order of words is a case in point—a
pupil will form the habit of putting the auxiliary first
and the subject afterwards in a simple question by
learning off by heart the sentences ' Does he write with
a pencil ?' or 'Did he write on the board ? ' than by
memorizing the abstract rule. Sentences should not be set
for memorizing which have not been previously treated in
a lesson, and after memorization should be revised or
tested on the following day. The usages which they
illustrate can then by future application gradually work
their way into the pupil's habitual vocabulary or circle
of familiar expressions.
Grouping the Vocabulary
(d) Memory is also assisted by treating the new
vocabulary in groups which have a common topic or
connecting bond. The bond, however, in this case must
be one of working utility, that is, the group must be one
in which the associated expressions will be likely to be
associated in actual use in life. To base word groups,
on phonic associations, for example, is to miss this point:
we do not require in ordinary speaking on things of
interest to us to put together words of uniform sound
in particular, but we choose our vocabulary according
to the topic in hand. It is for this reason that primers-
which base their choice of words on similarity of sound,,
taking for example the short ' a' or ' i' first, and
confining themselves to words of one syllable, are unreal
and uninteresting, and discourage memorization, because-
they present their matter and, therefore, their language
in combinations which the pupil is not likely to want
in his ordinary* speaking or writing. We do not, in
speaking, confine ourselves to words of one syllable : we
choose the words which fit the meanings we would
express, irrespective of their length or vowel similarities.
For vocabulary practice, then, a common topic is a
suitable basis for choice of vocabulary. Examples of this,
are class-room furniture, parts of a desk, some parts of
the body, common colours, a book and its parts, the-
blackboard, expressions of asking and answering, getting
up in the morning, preparing a meal, bodily movements.

